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Watch for These Words in Email Scams
Email scams are on the rise: 2020 saw a 25% increase
in the number of phishing sites compared to the
previous year. Pay close attention to emails you receive
and to their subject lines. Phishing scams often hold
some commonalities in subject lines and keywords.
Expel Inc., which develops cyber security solutions,
analyzed 10,000 malicious emails and released a

report on the most common keywords found in the
subject lines of phishing emails. They found that
scammers usually use three strategies in their emails
to scam others: imitating legitimate business activities,
creating a sense of urgency, and prompting the
recipient to act.
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Here are some of the most common keywords used in phishing email subject
lines, each followed by examples of real subject lines often used in each
category, according to Expel’s report. But recipients should always verify the
accuracy of links before clicking on them.
INVOICE
• RE: INVOICE
• Missing Inv ####; From [Legitimate Business Name]

MONTHLY
INDUSTRY
TERMS

NEW
• New Message from ####
• New Scanned Fax Doc-Delivery for ####
MESSAGE
• Telephone Message for ####
REQUIRED
• Verification Required!
• Action Required: Expiration Notice on [business email address]
• [Action Required] Password Expire
• Attention Required. Support ID: ####

Condominium
A statutory form of real estate
development of separately-owned
units and jointly-owned common
elements in a multi-unit project.

FILE
• [Name] sent you some files
• File- ####
DOCUMENT

Caps
Consumer safeguards that limit
the amount the interest rate on
an adjustable rate mortgage can
change at each adjustment or over
the life of the loan.

• [Name], You have received a new document in [Company system]
• View Attached Documents
eFAX
• eFax from ID: ####

Adjustable Rate Mortgage
(ARM)
A mortgage in which the interest
rate is adjusted periodically
in accordance with a market
indicator, to more closely coincide
with the current rates. Also
sometimes known as renegotiable
rate mortgage, the variable rate
mortgage, or the graduated
rate mortgage.

Reprinted from REALTOR® Magazine
https://magazine.realtor/daily-news/2021/09/13/watch-for-these-words-in- email-scams
Source: “The Top Phishing Keywords in the Last 10K+ Malicious Emails We Investigated,”
Expel (Sept. 8, 2021) “Rate of Suspected Financial Services Digital Fraud Attempts Rise Nearly
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